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Multiswitch 5in16,cask.terractive - Multi switch for
communication techn. DRR 0516

Wisi
DRR 0516
74974
4010056749743 EAN/GTIN

129,62 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Multiswitch 5in16, Kask.TerrAktiv DRR 0516 subscriber connections 16, number of inputs 5, terrestrial input passive, max. current consumption 305mA, power supply unit not
required, LNB supply 12 V, the DRR 0516 is a receiver-fed multiswitch with 5 inputs for distribution from a satellite and terrestrial signals. Standard DVB-S/S2 receivers or TV
sets with an integrated receiver can be operated at the 16 subscriber outputs. Fed-in terrestrial signals such as DVB-T/T2, DAB or FM are also available at each subscriber
output. The DRR 0516 convinces with a low connection loss, which is realized by the active SAT branch. via the passive terrestrial branch, multimedia services such as ?LAN
over Coax? or signals from community systems are fed in. The LNB power supply is ensured via the connected receiver, so the multi-switch does not require an additional
power supply unit and the operating costs are particularly low.
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